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The

reason

our

lovely model seems
so disconcerted is

because he's just
realized that he's
piaced these nasty
tools on a
Teflon-coated cookie
sheet without first

covering it with
aluminum foil to
avoid damaging
scratches. And he's
also realized that his
nice friliy apron Is
probably going to

' all nasty and
greasy. Well, such

the risks every
homemaker

takes, eh Jeff?

18 More Homemode Tools for Pennies
How to avoid buyinga S50 tool that's onlyused once

25 The Street Machine Notionais NorCoi
Enter this event or we'll shoot this Camaro!

26 Comshott Belt Drives
An idea so old It's new

28 Revival ot the Fittest
I?estoring Chevy Supercars
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30 Number 5
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• K 'taking thl™oa®'"° '̂°"°'® wasn't hisfailure. On his nexTpa^s heh*^® .suffered this°ihc '̂ib|e®'̂
Southern California. It's next^rme^f enough tolow'''̂
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80 Whip It]
A2for Oil seasons

be it from us to
question this decal

know^h^," comforting to
best surpass our
is cerfoinfu rK °PP°rent ease, whichcertainly thecose this time.

86 Pinto Powerl ^^'-et burners for only S4.5Q
42 Building a V-6 Chevy Race Engine

Learning to live with less
o., r-, . . "'®®ageofreaiitv91 Cruisin' USA \Ai ^

L^b?t?t^su?eS3fXP Pro stocker
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52 The University ot Street Machininq
The car crofter's guide to 'Bird building

60 The Conservation Chronicles
Crane's adjustable vacuum advance mechanism 108 Cover Story

The latest in designer valve covers
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8 Backfire

12 Straight Scoop
14 Tech Taik
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130 Performance Directorv
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Transmar
Car owners are soins crazy over all the terrific pr<
the enthusiast to improve transmission performan
become a Transmaniac* Here's just a samplins of y

Special Torque Converters
B&M offers a complete line
of special converters. For the
street we have the famous
Holeshot and Super Hole-
shot high stall performance
street converters. The Torque
Plus is for off road vehicles
and vans. The Traveler Is for
RV applications while the Mileage
Master is a low stall economy gas mileage improver.
For all out racing we have a complete line of 8,9, and
10-inch Race Converters.

SupcrDrive Overdrive Torque
^ _ _ "TkA

Converter^ . For the ultimate In fuel economy we
offerthe revolutionary and unique SuperDrive; a converter
with planetary gears inside it that actually produce an
overdrive ratio.

HI Performance Kits
TranspaK.TM

The Transpak is a do-it-yourself
Transmission Recallbration
KifTM that not only produces
a more positive shift but
allows you increased manual
control. B&M offers the most
complete line of these kits
available with applications
now for Datsun, Toyota,
Mazda, TH-125, TH-200, C-3, TH-350G as well as all other
popular transmissions.

Ik'ansKit'
The B&M TransKit Is a do-it-
yourself performance rebuild
kit for most popular auto
matic transmissions.
Includes special valve body
parts, gaskets and seals,
and performance clutches
and bands. Complete in
struction manual included.

tbaBM

iHck Shift"
B&M's own performance trans
mission fluid. You literally pour
in performance. Proven In com
parison tests to outperform all
standard ATF, Trick Shift not
only improves your shift but
prolongs life of transmission
thru better lubrication qualities.
MEMBER

Send $2.00
for the all nev!

'41 1982 B&M Catalog.
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